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The Capacity of a C lass of Broadcast Channels 
ABBAS A. EL GAMAL, MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstmct-The capacity region is established for those discrete memory- 
less broabst channel.9p(y,t~x) for wbicb Z(X; Y) >Z(X; Z) holds for au 
input distributions. ‘l%e capacity region for this class of channels resembles 
the capacity region for depaded message sets considered by Kiirner and 
Marton. 

I. INTR~DU~I~N 

T HE discrete memoryless broadcast channel 
(%P(YJlX), 94 x 3) consists of three finite sets 

% ., 9, %  and a probability transition matrixp(y,zjx). Let 
p,(ylx) andp,(zIx) be the two marginals of p(y,zlx), and 
let P, and P2 denote the discrete memoryless channels 
with probability transition matrices p&y Ix) and pz(zlx), 
respectively. Recall the following three relations between 
P, and P2. 

Definition 1: Channel P2 is said to be a degraded form 
of P, if there exists a probability transition matrixPs(zIY) 
such that 

PZW) = *~~PI(y IxIP&IY). (1) 

Definition 2: Channel P, is said to be less no&v than P, 
if 

Z(U;Z)<Z(U; Y) (2) 
for every probability mass function of the formp(u,x,y,z) 
=PwP(+lPb44. 

Definition 3: Channel P, is said to be more capable 
than P, if 

Z(X; Z) <Z(X; Y) (3) 
for all probability distributions on % . 
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The capacity region of the degraded broadcast channel 
(Definition 1) was found by Bergmans [l], Gallager [2], 
and Ahlswede and Korner [7] to be the set of all rate 
triples (R,, R,, R,) such that 

R,+R,<Z(U;Z) 

R, <Z(X; YI U) (4) 
where the distribution on %  x %  X %  X %  is of the form 
PwP(-+)P(vJl~)* 

Kiirner and Marton [3] introduced the “less noisy” and 
“more capable” concepts (Definitions 2 and 3) and 
showed that the “less noisy” relation is strictly weaker 
than the degraded relation [3, counterexample 11. They 
also proved that the capacity region of the “less noisy” 
class of broadcast channels is given by (4). 

Ahlswede gave the following example [3, counterexam- 
ple 21 to show that the “more capable” relation is strictly 
weaker than both Definitions 1 and 2. 

Example: Let %  be the set %  = { 1,2,3}, and let % I = & 
= { 1,2}. Consider the transition probability matrices 

y=l y=2 
x=1 1 0 

p1 (y/x ): x=2 0 

I I 

1 
x=3 ’ 1 

i 5 

and 
z=l z=2 

x=1 1 0 
pz (XIX ): x=2 ; 

[ I 

+ . 

x=3 ; 1 
T 

One easily checks that Z(X; Y) >Z(X; Z) for every proba- 
bility distribution on % . However, for 

U=f(X)= ( ;; ifX=lorX=2 
if X=3 

and p(x = 1) =p(x =2) = f, p(x = 3) = $, we have Z( U; Y) 
=0 and Z(U;Z)>O. 
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In this paper  the capacity of the class of “more capa- 
ble” broadcast channels [4, open problem XXIII] is de- 
termined. F irst we show that achievability follows from 
Korner and Marton’s proof of the coding theorem for the 
general  broadcast channels with degraded message sets 
[5]. W e  then prove in detail a  weak converse to establish 
that the achievable rate region is actually the capacity 
region. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULT 

Before stating our result we recall the following stan- 
dard definitions. The  nth extension of the broadcast 
channel  (X, P(y,zlx), ?J X E) is the broadcast channel  
(%“,P(y,zlx),%’ XT?), where 

P(Y3zlx)= ifiIP(Yi?zjlx,). (5) 

An ((M,,M,, M*),n) code for a  broadcast channel  con- 
sists of three sets of integers 

%={1,-,MJ}, 

=l={k*,M,}, (6) 
and  

%={k3f*}, 

an  encoding function 

x: 9&xnt, X9&+X”, (7) 

and  two decoding functions 

g,: ?Yka&JxEm,; a( y> = (%9 $1) 

The  set {x(wO,w,,wz): (w,,w,,w,)EGXL,X9lL,X~} is 
called the set of codewords. The integer w0 has the inter- 
pretation of the common part of the message, while the 
integers wI,w2 are called the independent part of the 
message. Assuming a  uniform distribution on  the set of 
messages “sn, x % , x 9l&, define 

1  
pt= MoM,Mz 

z p{ ~,~~~~~~,~~,~l~~o~~,~~*~ sent) P(~,x,Y,z)=P(~lP(xl~)P(Y,zlx>. 
% ,W,,W,E9RQX% x% It is easily seen that 

1  
pz= MoM,M, 

lx p { gAZ) +bwz)I(wo~w1~w2) sent) wo,w,,W *E%JX%XLm, 
(9) 

to be  the average probabilities of error of the decoders g, 
and  Pi. resnectivelv. 

“LA I J  
triangle. 
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Fig. 1. Capacity region: C, = 2~ Z(X; Y); C, = E Z(X; Z). 
x  

Also define the rate triple (R,, R,, RJ of an  
((MO, M ,, &I, n) code by 

RO=; logM,, 

RI=; logM, 

R, = ; log M,. (10) 

The rate (R,, R,, RJ is said to be  achievable by a  broad- 
cast channel  if, for any E >O, there exists for all 
sufficiently large n, ((MO, M,, M2), n) code with 

M,, > 2nR~ M, > 2”Rl M2 > 2nR, (11) 
such that 

max {P;, P:} <E. 

The capacity region C for the broadcast channel  is the 
set of all achievable rates (R,, R,, RJ. (see F ig. 1.) 

The  ma in result of the paper  can now be  stated. 

Theorem Z  (Capacity Region): Let (%, P(y,zlx), 3  X 55) 
be the broadcast channel  def ined above, and  let U be an  
arbitrary random variable with cardinality 11  UII < l/Xl/ +2. 
If condit ion (3) holds then the capacity region C is given 
by 
C={(R,,R,,R,): R,+R,+R,<Z(X;Y), 

R,+R,+R,<Z(X; YlU)+Z(U;Z), 

R,+R,<Z(U;Z), PET} (14 
where 9  is the set of all probability mass functions of the 
form 

(13) 

1) the region is symmetric in R, and R,, 
2) the plane region (R,, R,) coincides with the degraded 

message sets region given in [5], 
3) the plane region (R,, R2) is def ined by 

R, + R, < Z(X; Z) (14) 
and also coincides with the region in [5] when condi- 
tion (3) is imposed, and  

4) for any fixed R, = r the plane region (R,, R2) is a  . . 
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It is important to note that C is convex (see Appendix). 
Thus the usual convexification of the union of informa- 
tion regions is unnecessary. 

III. THE ACHIEVABILITY OF C 

First notice that because of the symmetry of C in R,, R, 
it suffices to show that any (R,, R,,O) or (0, R,, RJ E C is 
achievable. It follows from 4) that, by time-sharing, any 
other rate triple in C can be achieved. 

Theorem 2: Any (R,, R,, 0) E C is achievable. 

Proof: It has been proved by Kbrner and Marton [5] 
that 

(&,,R,,O) E C, if andonlyif R,<Z(U;Z), 

R, <Z(X; YI U), R,+ R, <Z(X; Y) 

under the same conditions as in Theorem 1. Now clearly 

(~,,R,,O) EC, ifandonlyif (R,-t,R,+t,O)EC 

for any O<t<R,, i.e., the common rate can be made 
partly or entirely private. This proves that the region of 
Korner and Marton can be written into the form 

R,<Z(U;Z) 

R,+R,<Z(X,YIU)+Z(U;Z) 

R,+ R, <Z(X, Y). 

Hence Theorem 2 follows. 

IV. THE CONVERSE 

0 

We now show the optimality of the achievable rate 
region C by proving a weak converse. 

Theorem 3 (Weak Converse): If (R,, R,, R,) G C, then 
there exists E > 0 such that 

max {Pell,Pe$} 2~~ for all n. 
Proof Fano’s inequality yields 

H(W,, W,lY)<n(R,+R,)P,1,+h(P,?,) g nXln (Isa) 

H(W,, W,lZ)<n(R,+R,)P,?,+h(P,1,) e nXzn. (15b) 

First consider 

+% + R, + RJ 

A q w,, w,, 6) = H( WI) + N Wl) + H( W*) 

= fq w,, Wl) + H( w,, 5) - H Wd 
= Z( w,, w, ; Y) + Z( w,, w,; Z) - Z( w,; Z) 

+H(W,,W,IY)+H(W,,W,lZ)-H(W,IZ). 
Substituting from (15) we obtain 
n(R,+R,+R,)<Z(W,;ZIW,,)+Z(W,,,W,;Y) 

+ 4hn +L). (16) 

Similarly 

@4,+R,+R,W(W,; YIW,)+Z(W,,W,;Z) 

+ 4hn +hz)9 (17) 
and 

n(R,+R,) A H(W,, W,)<Z(W,, W,;Z)+nA,,. (18) 
Next we bound the right sides of (16), (17), and (18). 

Lemma: Given any probability mass function on 
W,, W,, W,,X, Y,Z of the form 

P(~~~~~~~~~~~Y~~)=P(~~)P(~~)P(~z)P(~I~~~~*t~~) 

then 

1) Z(W*;ZJW,)+Z(W,,W,;Y)~ i: Z(X,;lg (20) 
i=l 

2) I( w1; YI KJ) + I( WrJ, w,; Z) 

=G 2 z(xi; qq+z(q;zi) (21) 
i=l 

3) Z( w,, w,; Z) < i Z( q; Zi) (22) 
i=l 

where 

Q=( WC), w,, y;:-l,zi+‘), 
~-l=(yl,***>yiY,_,), 

and 

Z i+‘=(Zi+,,,--,Zn), forall l<i<n. (23) 

Proof: First consider: 

Z( Way Wz;Z)= 5 ‘( W@ wz; ‘ilzi+‘) 
i=l 

< 5 z( w,, w2,zi+l; Zi) 
i=l 

< i Z(V.;i&). 
i=l 

Next, using the independence of W,,, W,, W,, note that 

I( w, ; YI W,) ( I( w, ; YI w,, W,) 9 

z(w,;zIw,)~z(w,;zIw,,w,). (24) 

Now consider 2): 

Z( w, ; YI W,) + Z( w,, w,; Z) 

( i: [Z(W,;yilW~,w*,Y,-,,Zi+‘) 
i=l 

+z(z’+‘; ~lW,,W,,yi-,)+Z(W,,W*,Zi+‘,~-,;zi) 

-z(~:._,;zilwo, w2,zi+‘)]. 
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It can be  shown [6, lemma 71 that a  summation by parts 
yields 

$, z(z’+‘; T l w ,, w ,, K-1) 

= ~,Z(Y;~;ZilW ,,W ,,zi”). (25) 

Hence two terms cancel in (24), and  

I( w,; Yl K> + I( w,, w,; z> 

< 5 Z (W,; YJuJ+z(u$zi) 
i=l 

+2 that yields the same mutual information quantities as 
U. This proof uses standard techniques (e.g., see [7]) and  
will not be  repeated here. cl 

A Final Remark: Janos Korner pointed out to the 
author that Theorem 1  is intuitively clear since by the 
alternative definition of the “more capable,” relation (3), 
every c-code for channel  P2 is an  e-code for P,. Therefore 
the private information to Z  can always be  incorporated 
as common information to both Y and Z. 
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since W I Ui+Xi+( Yi,Zi) form a  Markov chain in this preparation of this paper. 
order for all 1  < i <n. Similarly consider 1): 

wwqw,)+z(wo,w,; Y) 
n  APPENDIX 

( i~~[z(w~~z,lw~~w~~zi+‘)+z(w~~w~~~~~-~)] 
C is Convex: Let (Ui,Xi, &Z,), i = 1,2, be two collections of 

+z(r;.~,;zilwo,w,,zi+‘) 

+z( w,, w,,zi+I, y;,-,; yi) 
-z(zi+l; Kl w,, w,, yi-,)I. 

random variables with probability mass functions in 9, and let 
T  be a random variable taking on values 1,2 with probabilities LU 
and a, respectively. For T= i define UT= Vi, X= Xi, Y= Yi, and 
Z= Zi. Then (T, i&)+X-+( Y,Z) form a Markov chain in this 
order. Now consider 

(26) 
aZ(X,; Y,) + nZ(X,; Y,) = aZ(X,; Y,I U,) + aZ( u,; Y,) 

+ aZ(X,; Y,l U,) + nZ( u,; Y,) 
Replacing W , by W , in (25) and  substituting in (26) gives 

z(w,;zIw,)+z(w,, w,; y> 

= Z( U,; Y 1 T) + Z(X; U,, T) 

< Z( u,, T; Y) + Z(X; Y 1 u,, T) 

( igl [ I( w2G zil q ) + I( v i q :.>] 

( i$l [z(xi;zilu,l>+z(u/; Y,)] 

= Z(X; Y). 
Next 

aZ(X,; Y,I U,) + aZ( u1; Z,) + cTZ(X*; Y,l U,) + aZ( u,; Z,) 
= Z(X; Y 1 U,, T) + Z( U,; Z  1 T) 

< Z(X; Y 1 U,, T) + Z( U,, T; Z), 

and 
where Uj’ L?= (W,, W ,, F- l,Zi+l) and  W ,U;+X+( &,Zi) 

It can be  shown that (3) implies 
Z(X;Zl U) <Z(X; YI U) 

form a  Markov chain in this order for all 1  < i <n. 

for all U-X-+( Y, Z). Thus 

w-,;zlw,)+m-J,w,; Y) 

(27) 
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